
HYDRAULIC RESCUE TOOLS

HYDRAULIC HAND OPERATED COMBINED TOOL 

Hand operated portable combi-tool is special rescue tool 
integrating hydraulic spreader, cutter and hydraulic hand pump, 
different works, including cutting, spreading and clamping, can 
be well done by it, it is characterized of compact structure, 
easy operation and light weight. 

Application:1. Traffic accident rescue, earthquake disaster 
relief and accident rescue etc.;
2. Unclenching the door and metal structure into deformation;
3. Cut metal structure, vehicle parts, pipeline and metal plates 

Features: 1. Blade made of high strength alloy which can be regrind. 2. Body is of high strength aluminum alloy with ceramic 
coating surface, light and durable. 3. Unique designed handle of new material, convenient to operate. 4. Blade can rotate 360 degree 
for different rescue requirements. 5. Can be applied in circumstances of underwater and exploding surroundings.  

AGYJKB-63-25/20-A 

NEW BIG HYDRAULIC HAND OPERATED COMBINED TOOL 

  

TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Model AGYJKB-63-25/20-A 

Rated Working  Pressure 720Bar 

 

10440psi

 Opening Distance of Blades 160mm

 

6.3in

 
Max. Cutting Capacity 

(Q235 steel)

10mm (steel plate)

Ö20mm (circle steel)

Max. Cutting Force

Rated Spreading Force 

300KN

25KN

 

 
67500 lbs 

5600 lbs

 

 

Weight 10kg  22 lbs 

Dimension(L*W*H) 7350*212*146mm 29*8.3*5.7 in.

0.4in (steel plate)

Ö0.8in (circle steel)

10mm (Steel plate)

Ö24mm (Circle steel)

0.4 in.(Steel Plate)

Ö0.96 in.(Circle Steel)

207KN 46575lbs

190KN 42750Ibs 
11.8kg
 

26lbs
  

825*208*175mm 33*8.3*7 in

720Bar 10440psi

255mm 10in

AGYJKB-72-30/22-B

NEW BIG Hand operated portable combi-tool is special rescue 
tool integrating hydraulic spreader, cutter and hydraulic hand 
pump, different works, including cutting, spreading and 
clamping, can be well done by it, it is characterized of compact 
structure, easy operation and light weight. 

Application:1. Traffic accident rescue, earthquake disaster 
relief and accident rescue etc.;
2. Unclenching the door and metal structure into deformation;
3. Cut metal structure, vehicle parts, pipeline and metal plates 

Features: 1. Blade made of high strength alloy which can be regrind. 2. Body is of high strength aluminum alloy with ceramic 
coating surface, light and durable. 3. Unique designed handle of new material, convenient to operate. 4. Blade can rotate 360 degree 
for different rescue requirements. 5. Can be applied in circumstances of underwater and exploding surroundings.  

AGYJKB-72-30/22-B
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